
Wilder Forest
Facility Facts, Long-Term Plan



What makes Wilder so appealing?

Natural setting

Marketability- Like nothing else

Parent experience

“Unique” Spaces- Treehouse



What are the challenges?

Facility Upkeep

Does Wilder want to sell?

Long term ownership

Do we have enough space?

“Unique” Spaces- sound, bathrooms



Facility Upkeep

Wilder has spent a significant amount of money (over $200,000) in the last ten years on 
maintenance and upkeep

2016 appraisal of the Village - Walker Appraisers noted the facility was in good condition. Both 
the roofs on the Office Building and Clearing were addressed in the Summer of 2018.



Wilder Forest Improvements & Deferred Maintenance

Improvements Since 2009 that were in excess of $5,000.
○ Roof on Commons, Clearing, Administration Building
○ $158,000 spent on Roof Repairs since 2010
○ Replace Siding, fascia, and install gutters on various buildings
○ Replace sewer ejection pump
○ Replace steps and Sidewalk between Earth/Sun
○ Sealcoat/Strip Parking Lot
○ Replace Concrete Entry Pads
○ Repair and re-pipe pump sewage ejector
○ Replace pump for lift station
○ Repair to Commons Well
○ Replace asphalt at Clearing
○ Update Commercial Kitchen for Commons licensure
○ Replace walk off mats in all buildings
○ Overlay a portion of asphalt trails
○ Replace asphalt to all buildings from Commons
○ Carpet replacement in Earth/Sun
○ Replace heater exchanger in Earth Lodge in 2016
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Does Wilder want to sell the property?

Short Answer:

Yes. WIlder is a non-profit (not a property 
manager or investor) and would rather 
reallocate the resources to their core 
programming.

Long Answer:

They want to sell to us. The sale of the Wilder 
Property is difficult because of the zoning 
involved (restricted use). The perfect scenario 
for them is to sell the “Village” to us and the 
surrounding property to conservation groups 

Wilder is not actively listing the property since 
working with and selling to us  allows them the 
clearest opportunity to complete a sale.



Other Property Ownership Considerations

May Township

Verbalized support. They want us here, they 
don’t want the Wilder Forest developed. 

They have also indicated an understanding of a 
potential zoning change and enrollment cap 
increase need.

Washington County

Wilder selling the Village property is a key to the 
Washington County being able to purchase the 
surrounding area for long term conservation. 
The Wilder Forest is one of their top target 
conservation spaces in the county. 

They cannot purchase the Village because state 
funding for conservation spaces will not allow 
the purchase of buildings.



Long Term Ownership?

Current Status- Year one of a Five Year Lease

● School is obligated to Wilder Foundation for lease payments for the entire 5 year term
● Wilder has no intention to release us from our obligation

Options:

ABC- Affiliated Building Company (6 years of operation)

Sponsor

Short Term Partner



Long Term Facility Vision

Working with all three options

1. Be able to transform spaces to make them more “ideal” for school use 
while keeping the same “unique” quality.

2. Reorganize spaces to fit 2 sections per grade (and possible 7-8 expansion)

Two scenarios that would allow us to get between 1.1 and 2.9 Million dollars to 
renovate, improve and create our “dream” space- leveraging lease aid dollars

Lease Aid- is a per pupil amount given to us by the state based on our 
enrollment. (Approx $1460 a student)



Partners with Experience

Partner with JB Vang to begin the process of purchasing Wilder ahead of our ABC year.

● JB Vang has experience partnering with Charter Schools throughout Minnesota to purchase and expand 
property. The list includes Great River, Avalon, North Lakes Academy, Spero, and New Vision, to name a few.

● Financing plans are based on the successful plans these schools have recently implemented.

Two scenarios that would allow us to get between 1.1 and 2.9 Million dollars to renovate, improve and create our 
“dream” space- leveraging lease aid dollars

Lease Aid- is a per pupil amount given to us by the state based on our enrollment. (Approx $1460 a student)



Wilder Forest Property

JB Vang’s River Grove Project Profile



Financial Outlook

Beginning Fund Balance- $71,602

Projected Fund Balance-$162,414

The school has an adopted 10%(230K) fund balance policy. Many financial 
advisors recommend 20% (460k) by year 5.



Why is Enrollment so important?

The most important factor in the financial viability of a Charter School is 
student enrollment. 

Each student is attached with approximately $10,000 in funding from the state.

A significant change to enrollment will cause a large disruption to the budget, 
making structural changes necessary.



Parent Survey Data on Enrollment

Parents are significantly in favor of 
remaining at Wilder Forest.

How significant would an enrollment drop 
be? 

At Risk For Enrollment Loss:
● 63 Students Associated with  “1” 
● 26 Students Associated with  “2”
● 37 Students Associated with  “3”

**Does not account for duplicate spousal replies
 



Estimated Yearly Maintenance Costs

Even if a landlord were to assume entire responsibility- looking at only around 10 
students

Pay the City our lease aide for the maintenance or pay ourselves through our ABC?



Other Considerations

CSP Funds end September 2019- Offset to General Fund (Director, Business 
Services, Curriculum/Supplies)

Bus Obligations?

Current Staffing Levels?

Continuing to Serve a High Special Education Population?



 

Busing Considerations with Potential Move

School currently has a budget of approx 
$220,000 for 4 buses or $55,000 a bus 
route.

With a significant disruption to 
enrollment bus routes would need to be 
eliminated leading to a reduction in 
service quality (longer time on, hub 
stops,etc.). This will affect our ability to 
recruit in remote areas (Bayport, Lake 
Elmo, etc.) which could lead to a further 
reduction in enrollment



Questions?


